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URI commencement to be held in-person at Meade Stadium
Liz Fusco | Staff Reporter

The University of Rhode Island has
announced its plans for the 2021 commencement ceremony, answering one of
the biggest questions seniors have had
this academic year— what will graduation look like this May?
According to Dave Lavallee, the
Assistant Director of Communications
for URI, it will look very similar to the
adapted graduation ceremonies of other
Rhode Island universities and colleges,
such as Rhode Island College and Providence College.
“We’re excited that we’re able to do
this,” Lavallee said. “We couldn’t even
think of doing this last year.”
Commencement will be similar to
years before: the dean of each college
will still be giving a speech at the commencement ceremony and students will
be able to cross the stage with their diplomas in hand.
Though commencement will take
place in-person for graduating seniors
during the weekend of May 21, family
and friends will not be permitted to attend the ceremony in person. The only
other people at the ceremony will be

URI faculty and staff.
“We’re limiting it to just the people
within the URI community to keep [everyone] safe,” Lavallee said. “But students will still have caps and gowns, they
will still be given their diploma and there
will still be a professional photographer.”
Though they are not able to attend,
family and friends are encouraged to
watch the event’s live stream.
According to Lavallee, many factors
went into deciding the final plans for
the graduation ceremony, including the
updated Reopening Rhode Island plan
from the state. As of March 19, outdoor
venues of assembly have a 500-occupant
capacity.
If this outdoor capacity lingers
through May, URI is planning to have
400 seniors walk and around 100 faculty,
staff and vendors in attendance.
Many aspects of the ceremony other
than who can attend will also be different from past years. While commencement usually takes place on the Quad,
this year, it will take place at Meade Stadium.
“We’re using Meade because there
are ropes and a clear entrance and exit,”
Lavallee said. “Normally students would

While family and friends will only be allowed to watch virtually, URI’s graduating class of 2021 will walk the
stage to receive their diplomas. PHOTO CREDIT: Greg Clark | Staff Photographer

be able to choose if they would like to
stay and watch the rest of their peers receive their diploma, but this year that’s
not an option. Once they get their degree they’re done. They’ll have to exit.”
Other measures that will be taken
include: attendees will be six feet apart
at all times, surfaces will be sanitized be-

Community responds to GWS
professor’s controversial article
Concern expressed over ‘transphobic’ language
Mary Lind | Production Manager

A University of Rhode Island professor is facing backlash
after writing an article that many
community members have described as transphobic.
The article in question,“Fantasy Worlds on the Right and Left:
QAnon and Trans-Sex Fantasy,”
was written by professor Donna
Hughes of the gender & women’s studies (GWS) department.
It was published on Feb. 28 on
4w, a website that “exists to give a
platform to today’s feminists who
are stepping outside of the liberal
mainstream.”
The article compares the
spreading of what Hughes referred to as “the trans-sex fantasy, the belief that a person can
change his or her sex, either from
male to female or from female to
male” to the spreading of the debunked QAnon conspiracy theory that alleges that a pedophilic,
satanic “deep state” controls the
world.
“Too often when someone
disagrees with someone’s view,
they accuse them of being ‘pho-

bic,’” Hughes said to the Cigar
in an email. “In reality, there are
complicated questions surrounding issues. Instead of name-calling, I think we need more discussions instead of personal attacks
or calls for censorship and punishment.”
Hughes, however, disagreed
with comments that her words
were transphobic.
“I was not criticizing trans
people,” Hughes added, “I support all people’s gender expressions, whatever they choose. I was
criticizing the belief that a person
can change their sex.”
Hughes said that she chose
to use “trans-sex” in the article
rather than “transgender” for this
reason.
Many URI students and
alumni, however, have said that
they still view the piece by Hughes
as transphobic.
“To be honest, I couldn’t
even finish reading it,” said Sarah
LeClair, a junior studying natural
resource economics, about the
piece in an email to the Cigar. “I
felt invalidated in my identity and
disrespected by someone who’s
supposed to provide unbiased, ac-

cessible and truthful education.”
LeClair, who is queer and
nonbinary, attended a community forum on Monday night hosted by the Gender and Sexuality
Center (GSC) where those who
were impacted by the article
could express their feelings and
concerns.
According to LeClair, several students at the meeting
shared their own experiences
with Hughes. She said that some
students admitted that they felt
“forced” to avoid Hughes’ classes in order to “avoid being faced
with her prejudice.”
A former student named Avery, who declined to give their last
name, told the Cigar via email
that they had initially avoided
adding a major in gender and
women’s studies for two years
because they had heard about
Hughes’s “transphobic views.”
“I was afraid that I would be
unable to avoid her classes and
that the entire GWS department
would be like her,” they said.
Avery graduated in May
2020 with a double major in psyStory Continued on Page 4

tween each part of the ceremony, sanitization stations will be available and no
food or beverages will be allowed inside
of the stadium.
Even with all these changes in place,
many students who are graduating are
just happy that they get to have a comStory Continued on Page 2

Students shave heads
in support of
St. Baldrick’s
Leah Popovic | Staff Reporter

For the sixth year in a row,
the University of Rhode Island
hosted an event where community members shaved their head
to raise money and awareness
for pediatric cancer in support
of the St. Baldrick’s Foundation.
Faculty, staff, students,
alumni and community members were invited to donate
money in addition to shaving
their heads in the Total Image
Hair Salon in the Memorial
Union on March 22.
The St. Baldrick’s Foundation is a nonprofit organization
that funds research on childhood cancer across the globe.
A committee of URI students
have taken charge in collecting
donations and shaving participant’s heads with community
members.
Ian Kanterman, a survivor
of pediatric cancer and URI
alumni, brought this event to
URI six years ago. His dedication to this event has been continued through students such
as Meaghan Fournier, who has
been on the St. Baldrick’s com-

PHOTO CREDIT:
Ethan Pelligrino | Staff Photographer

mittee for two years.
Fournier said that these
events are a great opportunity
for community members to get
involved and come together.
“When I first experienced
St. Baldrick’s at URI, I thought
it was absolutely amazing to see
everybody come together for
such a great cause,” she said.
“It’s so important to be there for
those who need it.”
URI student volunteers organize a majority of the event
themselves, but others contribute as well.
Total Image Hair Salon has
aided in shaving students’ heads
for the event by donating their
time and equipment every year.
Story Continued on Page 2
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Congress considers student loan forgiveness program
URI graduates could have federal loans partially canceled
Imani Fleming | Web Editor

President Joe Biden campaigned on a
platform that included progressive changes
for higher education, most notably, federal
debt relief for student loan borrowers.
Biden campaign officials announced the
president’s support for Congress to cancel
$10,000 of federal student loan debt per person on Jan. 8 as part of the COVID-19 relief
package.
On Feb. 4, Democratic lawmakers introduced a pair of resolutions in the Senate and
the House, reiterating a previous call from
Senator Chuck Schumer and Senator Elizabeth Warren for Biden to cancel $50,000
in student debt per borrower. House Press
Secretary Jen Psaki affirmed Biden’s support
for some kind of cancellation, however, she
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Some students are still paying off their four-year degree 20 years or more after they graduated.
PHOTO CREDIT: kiplinger.com

more on the needs side.”
According to Jones, URI is in support of
providing financial aid and loan forgiveness
assistance for current or former students on
a need or merit basis. This can also include
presidential scholarships, athletic awards,
transfer merit scholarships and more.
“If a student is in school, the majority
of the times their loans are being paid, the
interest is being paid on the loan through
their various lenders and through the government,” Jones said. “You’re not technically due for your loans until six months after
graduation or separation.”
President Biden’s student loan forgiveness plan will be provided under the Borrower Defense to Repayment program, a student
loan forgiveness program that was set up with
new regulations by the Obama administra-

tion in 2016, according to Forbes.
A report conducted by the National Consumer Law Center this month estimated that
two million student loan borrowers have been
repaying their debt for more than 20 years,
making the Biden administration’s call to
Congress life-changing for many.
Dakota Grenier, a recent graduate of
URI’s nursing program, said with the challenges 2020 presented to millions of students,
debt cancellation would have a major impact
on their lives out of college.
“COVID-19 has shaken up our lives in
ways we could have never predicted nor prepared for,” she said. “Financial burdens only
weigh heavier on young adults during this
time. Student loan forgiveness would allow
young change-makers to convert their energy
into action, rather than into more stress.”

Commencement - Continued from Page 1
mencement at all. John Church, a fifth-year senior at URI majoring in Pharmaceutical Science, is one of these students.
“I understand that student-only graduation isn’t ideal for a lot
of people, but I think it’s for the best,” Church said. “I think it’s
good that people who are graduating have the option to go to graduation if they want, and it’ll be safer with fewer people there.”
Church said that his only concern is that a possible surge in
cases before graduation, such as the one on-campus last week,
could result in commencement being canceled or it becoming a

super-spreader event.
Lavallee said that the number of positive cases and the positivity rate have decreased since the most recent spike and that URI’s
COVID-19 Task Force will continue working to prevent the spread
of COVID-19 as commencement nears.
Any student who has completed their intent to graduate form
will be receiving an email on April 1st with more information on
in-person commencement. Lavallee advised students to check their
email frequently for further graduation updates.

Why The Cigar?

St. Baldrick’s - Continued from Page 1

The University of Rhode Island’s
student news organization takes its
tongue-in-cheek name from a comment made by Woodrow Wilson’s
Vice President, Thomas Marshall,
while addressing the US Senate.
Though the exact context of Marshall’s comment “what this country
needs is a good five-cent cigar,”
has been lost over the years, we, as
URI’s news organization, strive to
emulate our quirky name and give
just what this campus needs.

Many of the logistics for this event are managed by Total Image’s owner Brenda Celona
and her team of stylists.
In the past, this event has raised more
than $15,000 for St. Baldrick’s, with hundreds of participants and volunteers attending the fundraiser. Due to COVID-19, the
event looked different from events in the past,
yet they were still able to raise money for St.
Baldrick’s. URI raised over $6,000 this year,
well exceeding the original $2,000 goal. The
St. Baldrick’s Foundation uses this money for
a variety of pediatric cancer research, sending
the donations to whichever programs need it
most.
The foundation has also partnered with
organizations such as Love Your Melon, which
donates money to find a cure for childhood
cancer.
Approximately 10 participants shaved

their head for the cause in the Memorial
Union. St. Baldrick’s at URI also received “a
nice handful of virtual submissions, too” according to Fournier, where people submitted
videos of them cutting their hair while remaining socially distanced.
Ryan Hecht, a senior at URI and the chief
event organizer, has volunteered at the event
since his freshman year. He said that there are
plenty of ways for community members to get
involved with these events at URI even if they
do not want to cut their hair.
“Donating money helps the most because that is the goal at the end of the day,”
he said. “We want to get the organization as
much money as we can so they can fund that
research. If [someone] can’t donate, they can
share the event, tell their friends about it and
promote us on social media.”
Individuals can also form teams who set

their own fundraising goals on St. Baldrick’s
website. This method of fundraising is often
ideal for on-campus groups such as Greek Life
or sports teams, according to Hecht.
Donors can create an online profile to
receive prizes for their ongoing support to
St. Baldrick’s. Frequent donors can receive
t-shirts and certificates for different donation
milestones.
Fournier and Hecht both noted the importance of student and community involvement in the event every year. They said that
they are looking for more students to get involved in any way they can.
“We’re still looking for even more people
to help out,” Fournier said. “If students decide it’s something they want to learn about,
we would love to hold some meetings to teach
them the ropes. We want the group to continue growing.”
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The University of Rhode Island’s Student Senate will be implementing a program next year to distribute free menstrual products on campus.
Michael Bentley, Student Senate’s Campus Affairs Chair, organized the program to get these free
menstrual products.
Former Senator Tim Berard first pitched the
idea at a Student Senate meeting last year. Berard,
now graduated and taking a gap year before grad
school, is happy that the current Senate has taken up
the initiative.
“I think it’s amazing,” Berard said. “It’s definitely needed.”
Berard first started looking at the issue with fellow student Fiona Greenough, who he credits for
researching the issue before he knew about it. With
Greenough’s help, Berard submitted a free menstrual products bill last year.
He pointed out that Brown University, as well
as some other universities, already have similar programs providing menstrual products for free. Berard
said that he and Greenough were making progress
on the bill and were talking with Health Services before the COVID-19 pandemic began.
“I showed [Greenough] the bill before I had
submitted it, and she was incredibly helpful,” Berard
said. “We were communicating with the same vendors on the same stuff. We got talking with the head
of Health Services, but then unfortunately COVID
happened.”
Bentley took up the bill in Berard’s stead and implemented it with the support of the Student Senate.
Menstrual products will be available in the Memorial Union starting next year, according to Bentley.
“I had a good connection with [Memorial
Union Director Carl Stiles] where we could plan that
the seven female-identified bathrooms and the one
gender-neutral bathroom can have boxes of tampons and pads inside,” Bentley said. “If all goes well,
we can hopefully see them in all the highly populated
areas, like the library and residence halls.”
Currently, this program is funded by the Senate,
unlike URI’s program to provide free contraceptives

to students, which is funded by the Rhode Island Department of Health.
Bentley said that he hopes the University will
take over funding the program at some point. Berard
agreed, saying that he didn’t think Student Senate
should be funding the program, but someone had
to start it.
“From what I’ve heard from Health Services
and the Division of Student Affairs, this is something
they’d like to pick up,” Bentley said.
Cultural Affairs Chair Bolu Taiwo also ran and
oversaw URI’s first menstrual products drive aimed
at combating period poverty in southern Rhode Island.
Taiwo said the idea came from one of the members of her committee, and she thought that it would
be a good idea, especially considering Bentley’s push
for free menstrual products on campus.
“Conventional products are really expensive,
and a lot of people don’t have access,” Taiwo said.
“Especially since it’s really hard with COVID right
now. You shouldn’t have to decide between being
hungry and buying products you need.”
The event, which was held throughout Women’s
History Month, ended last Monday. Taiwo said that
she believed the drive went well, despite the circumstances.
“We have been getting donations,” Taiwo said.
“[People seem more willing] to donate products because they know that it will go to a good cause.”
Campus organizations Powerful, Independent,
Notoriously, Knowledgeable (PINK) Women and
the URI Women’s Center have helped with the
drive. All of the menstrual products will be donated
to shelters in the URI area. According to Bentley, the
menstrual products at URI will be supplied by Aunt
Flow, a company that supplies menstrual products to
schools and other companies.
Both Taiwo and Bentley are hoping that their
successors will keep these programs going after they
are no longer the chairs of their respective committees next year.
“I hope that the next chair does continue this
menstrual drive, and hopefully even make it longer,”
Taiwo said.

Senators discuss scooters on campus
Christian Silvia | Contributing Reporter

SPIN, an electric scooter company based in California that has
rolled out in cities and universities
all around the country, is working to
bring its scooters to the University
of Rhode Island.
Last month, President Austyn Ramsay and Campus Affairs
Committee Chair Michael Bentley
of Student Senate met with Nicholas Paparo, a SPIN representative.
They discussed questions and concerns with the scooters, specifically
about their safety and use.
“I think [the talks with Student
Senate are] going well,’’ Paparo
said. “It doesn’t happen overnight,
though. It’s going to take working with administration and other
stakeholders as well.”
Paparo, who has worked for
SPIN since 2019, said that the
scooters have been a huge success
on other campuses. These scooters
can turn a 30-minute walk into a
10-minute ride, allowing students
to get to classes faster and in style,
according to Paparo.

Scooters are also cheaper than
ride-sharing services, such as Lyft
or Uber, or even taking the bus. According to an article by Vox, electric
scooters are also better for the environment than cars and busses because they release fewer greenhouse
gasses, but walking is the most sustainable mode of transport.
Bentley said that data compiled
from polls and student surveys have
shown that students want these
electric scooters on campus.
“People want to see some form
of [scooters] because there’s been
complaints about transportation
like the shuttles,” he said, referring
to overcrowding on campus shuttles
and their schedule.
Students and faculty alike
have voiced their concerns over the
safety of the scooters, according to
Bentley. The University has rejected previous attempts to purchase
scooters due to concerns of overcrowding and vandalism occurring
on campus.
Paparo said that while SPIN
cannot completely solve issues such
as overcrowding, they have tools to

make sure that scooters are only
kept in certain areas and are not
left in inconvenient spaces around
campus.
SPIN also has a locally-based
full-time operations team that can
work on issues with the scooters on
campus in their day-to-day usage,
according to Paparo.
Still, there is a risk of injury
that comes along with the scooters.
Duke University, which brought
SPIN onto its campus in 2019, has
seen some injuries arise.
“About 10 students have gotten
themselves into accidents on scooters since August, with some resulting in ‘serious’ head injuries, broken
teeth and sprained knees, according
to Vice President for Administration Kyle Cavanaugh,” read an article in 2019 from The Chronicle,
Duke University’s student newspaper.
Bentley acknowledged that
the University may be wary about
bringing scooters to campus, but he
believes that if students voice their
support for it, the University will
listen.
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Aidan Markward | Contributing Reporter

During this week's meeting, the Student Senate passed a resolution
to encourage faculty to provide relief options to students due to the lack
of a Spring Break this semester.
"A few weeks ago, the Student Senate cabinet had a meeting with
their Faculty Senate counterparts on alternatives to a spring break,"
Speaker Caleb Hilyard said.
According to him, the resolution arose as a possible substitution for
Spring Break due to the COVID-19 pandemic. It contained a drafted
statement to be released to faculty and finalized to be released to the
community next Wednesday, March 31.
The statement addressed how “the ever-present danger of
COVID-19, the challenges of distance learning and the rise of violence
across the country” can be challenging for students and teachers alike.
“We, as the representatives of the campus community, encourage
faculty to be more cognizant of the academic stresses on students," Hilyard said in the statement. "Extending assignment deadlines, reducing
homework and even canceling classes are all possibilities and encouraged.”
The statement also encouraged students to reach out to the various
resources the University of Rhode Island offers, such as the Counseling
Center, Writing Center, Health Services, Disability Services and others.
The bill passed with 23 votes.
The Senate was joined by Dr. Christopher Nasin, medical director
of Health Services, and Ellen Reynolds, director of Health Services,
who delivered a presentation on the available COVID-19 vaccines and
the importance of getting vaccinated.
“The consequences of the pandemic have been fairly catastrophic,” Nasin said. According to him, the United States has seen over 29
million cases of COVID with over 542,000 deaths. This number is
greater than the number of American lives lost during World War II
and made COVID-19 the leading cause of adult deaths in the United
States, he said.
“The good news is that we now have a light at the end of the tunnel,” Nasin said. “There are currently three U.S. vaccines available to
Americans, and there is soon to be a fourth.”
Nasin explained that the Moderna and Pfizer vaccines are messenger RNA vaccines. Both vaccines have an effective rate of over 95
percent in patients.
According to Nasin, the Johnson and Johnson vaccine is a more traditional vaccine and only requires one shot compared to the two needed
for the Moderna and Pfizer vaccines.
“When you look at the phase three results for the Johnson and
Johnson vaccine, it was 85 percent effective in the prevention of severe
disease and 100 percent effective in the prevention of death,” Nasin
said. “That's what we are really concerned about.”
All three vaccines are going to have a significant impact on how sick
individuals will get after exposure to COVID-19, according to Nasin.
He also stressed that the sooner people are vaccinated, the sooner
life can return to “normal.”
“[COVID-19] is a worldwide problem, and it's going to be a while
until we can get herd immunity,” Nasin said. “We are in this together.”
He encouraged individuals to continue to follow COVID-19 protocols even after receiving the vaccine.
The Senate voted on a bill this week for the annual re-recognition
of Student Senate organizations. The bill comprised a list of the 19
organizations that did not complete the re-recognition process and the
104 organizations that did. The bill passed with 21 votes.
They also voted on a bill to change the bylaws of the Student Senate. According to Instruments Committee Chair Christopher Bove, the
bill simplifies the impeachment process of the Senate. The bill passed
with 22 votes.
Student Organizations Committee Chair Katie Siegle announced
that URI's spirit week will take place next week.
The next Student Senate meeting will take place on March 31 at
6:30 p.m.
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Senate explores programs to reduce stress without Spring Break
Ashlyn Messier | Staff Reporter

The University of Rhode Island’s Student Senate
has been brainstorming ideas to support student’s mental
health after Spring Break was canceled this semester.
Many senators noted that students have been experiencing increased stress as a result of the University canceling Spring Break this year due to COVID-19.
The Student Senate brought this to the attention of
the Faculty Senate and has been working with them for
a month to create ways for students to relieve their stress
from the pandemic and having no downtime in the semester.
The Student Senate has proposed a few solutions
including, giving students mental health days, having a
three-day weekend and holding a Spirit Week.
“The [Faculty Senate’s] biggest problem is thinking
that students are going to go and buy plane tickets and go
to Florida and come back and bring the virus on campus,”
Austyn Ramsay, president of the Student Senate, said.
“But we’re thinking about some smart [solutions] that other schools have instituted, mental health days in the middle of the week, like on a Wednesday where we just relax
and there’s no homework assigned or a random three day
weekend to give students the break that we need so bad.”
Ramsay said that she is still waiting to hear the Faculty Senate’s response to instituting mental health days and
a three-day weekend. She is also unsure what the Faculty Senate will propose and what they will ask the Student
Senate to do. The Student Senate will then be able to accept or deny their proposals.
She is confident that if nothing is approved, the student body will come together to show the University the
importance of having a break. If this happens, Student
Senate will “hit the drawing board again,” according to
Ramsay.
The only thing set in stone right now is that students
will have extra reading days because Spring Break was
canceled.
“I know that they are giving us some extra reading days

No spring break may be what breaks students. GRAPHIC CREDIT: Alison Carpino

in April, but by then it’s too late,” Ramsay said. “We’ve already burned out so we need it now, so that’s what we’re
working on.”
Ramsay expects that the Student Senate will hear back
from Faculty Senate this week.
On-Campus and Student Organizations Committee
Chair Katie Siegle is working on putting together a spirit
week for students.
“It’s going to be a week of events like grab and go,
social media giveaways, events that are going to give students something to do, something to look forward to since
we didn’t have a Spring Break,” Siegle said. “I understand
that doing these social media giveaways and these events
isn’t really going to substitute the fact that we don’t have a

Spring Break, but I just thought it would be a fun way to
make it seem different from the normal routine.”
The spirit week will take place from March 29 to April
2. On Monday, students can participate in a stuff an animal event in the Memorial Union. On Tuesday, Rhody
Eatz, URI’s food truck, will be selling ice cream outside of
the Union. On Wednesday, the Office of Student Enrollment will be hosting a bamboo plant event. On Thursday,
students can participate in a trivia competition, where the
winners can get prizes. On Friday, students can play cornhole, spikeball, wiffleball and Kanjam on the quad.
Students will need to register ahead of the stuff an
animal, bamboo plant and yard game events on the URI
Events page.

Response to GWS professor controversy - Continued from Page 1
chology and gender and women’s studies.
“Thankfully, I ultimately went through with the major and was proven wrong about
the department,” they said, and they were able to avoid taking a class with Hughes.
Some of their friends, though, were not, including some of their trans friends, who
they said had “negative experiences across the board” with Hughes.
“I can’t even describe how gobsmacked I was just to know that [Hughes] has been
here for 25 years teaching people these sort of transphobic ideologies, even if she’s not
being as upfront about it in class,” Lawrence James ‘19 said.
James, who is trans, never came into contact with Hughes but had worked with the
GWS department to produce a film on sexual assault during their senior year.
“I didn’t realize that there was that kind of person there,” James said.
LeClair and James are among many other students who are demanding for Hughes
to be fired.
“I cannot even describe how dangerous [Hughes’] rhetoric is,” James said, citing the
high rates of suicide and attempted suicide among the trans and nonbinary community.
According to a study done by The Trevor Project, an organization that supports
LGBTQIA+ youth, more than half of trans and nonbinary individuals surveyed had
seriously considered suicide.
LeClair added that the GWS department should work to “mitigate” the harm caused
by Hughes, which could include “removing her from her position, revoking tenure benefits and [investigating] how her bias has affected prior and current students’ education.”
Avery said that while they don’t know what would realistically happen, they would
like to see Hughes attend sensitivity training and not teach courses required for the ma-

jor.

“I think the fact that GWS majors across the board, in my experience, know instinctively to avoid taking classes with her at all costs, speaks volumes to the gravity and depth
of the situation,” Avery said.
To those who were offended by her 4w article, Hughes said the following:
“‘Offended’ has become an accusation if you disagree with someone. People may
disagree with me, but in a university setting we should be dedicated to discussing and
debating ideas, not canceling them.”
The University released a public statement on Tuesday stating their support for trans
and nonbinary students while also noting that Hughes’s words are protected under both
the First Amendment and the right to “academic freedom” granted in the collective bargaining agreement between the University and the American Association of University
Professors, a faculty union.
The statement also acknowledged that these rights have limits and that they should
be “exercised responsibly” with regard to their obligations to the University and its community: “Faculty have a special obligation to show due respect for the opinions of others
and to ‘exercise critical self-discipline and judgment’ and ‘appropriate restraint’ in transmitting their personal opinions.”
When contacted for comment, Dean of the College of Arts & Sciences Jen Riley
referred the Cigar to the University’s communications office. Rosaria Pisa, the chair of
the Department of Gender & Women’s Studies was unable to comment, as was Annie
Russell, director of the GSC. This week, Russell submitted to the Cigar an editorial that
can be found on page 8.
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Blue Light Walk finds 24 percent
of lights malfunctioning

Alumnus endows
$50,000 for Black
students in pharmacy
scholarship
Nicole Wagner | Managing Editor

Student senators and other volunteers test URI’s blue light alert stations to ensure they are in working order.
PHOTO CREDIT: James Singer | Staff Photographer
Erin Brown | Contributing Reporter

The University of Rhode Island Student
Senate held its annual Blue Light Walk this
past Tuesday in order to ensure that campus
blue lights are fully functional.
The blue light system, designed to ensure the safety of students at night, which
has over 100 phone boxes with blue lights
above them to contact the Public Safety Office, according to Stephen Baker, the Director of Public Safety and Chief of the Campus Police.
Students can use these blue lights in case
of an emergency or if they’re in need of assistance.
Senators and volunteers are divided into
groups to test if the lights are operational.
Any problems or defects that are found are
reported to Public Safety who work to repair
the lights within a week, according to Baker.
Volunteers were split into four smaller
groups and visited fifty lights around campus. The groups mainly consisted of Student Senate members, a few of which were
accompanied by safety officers.
Each group had a designated section of
campus where they activated blue lights to
see if the call function worked and if the
light went on. The emergency button would
be pressed and the ideal result would include
a flashing blue light on top and a dispatch
officer answering the call and saying what
light the call was coming in from, in order
to make sure that no lights are mislabeled
numerically.
In the past, the blue lights had a keypad
to enter a number, but more and more lights
have been changed to a simpler two-button
phone— one to reach police dispatch and

another to get a safe ride.
The Senate members recorded the result
of each test, where the light is located and
if there were any other problems to report
back to the Public Safety Department.
In one case, a light was out but the call
function was still able to reach the dispatch
for Public Safety. Another light had a working bulb, but the speaker was weak and the
dispatch officer said they could barely hear
from the other end.
“Ninety two percent of them had perfectly working call functions. However, 24
percent of all the lights had issues with the
lighting,” Student Senate Campus Affairs
Committee Chair Michael Bentley said in
his report after the event.
Many lights have a security camera that
allows police dispatch to see the source of
a call. Additionally, each of the lights has
a locator in them, which allows the campus
police to know where a caller is calling from.
The campus police can get to the lights
within two minutes after receiving a call,
according to Ed Vasquez, the head of information technology at Public Safety.
“The lights are predominately used for
their safe-ride function, which allows students to call for a safety vehicle to transport them to their destination safely,” Chief
Baker said. “Due to COVID-19, we are now
offering safe walks where a police or safety
officer will walk with the student.”
Students who are not near a blue light
can also get a safe walk or ride by calling
1-401-874-7233. This number goes directly to Public Safety but is designated to the
dispatch for safe rides so that it doesn’t get
mixed up with the other calls for emergencies or other needs on campus.

A University of Rhode Island
alumnus donated a $50,000 endowment to the Robert and Berdie
Lawrence Endowed Scholarship
for Black students in the College of
Pharmacy.
The scholarship is named after
the parents of the alumnus, Kenneth Lawrence, who were born in
the South during the 1940s, where
segregation and racial issues were
prevalent.
Lawrence said that he created
the endowment as an homage to his
parents’ hard work and the sacrifices that they made for him, as well as
the importance that his parents put
on education while he was growing
up.
“Really [the endowment is]
about giving kids, particularly Black
kids, an opportunity to really be
able to go to URI, to the College of
Pharmacy,” Lawrence said. “When
I graduated, actually when I attended and subsequently graduated both times, there were no other
Black kids there in the program.”
Lawrence said that he could
not remember many or any Black
students that attended the College
of Pharmacy in the recent past after speaking to students and professors from his time at the University,
between 1983 and 1988.
Today, according to Dean of
the College of Pharmacy Paul Larrat, minorities represent 9.6 percent of the Doctor of Pharmacy
program and 25.9 percent of the
Bachelor of Science in Pharmaceutical Sciences program.
The field of pharmacy is
predominantly white and Asian,
according to Larrat, with Black
students only representing a small
percentage of pharmacists nationally.
“It’s been too white for too long
and I think there has certainly been
a negative impact,” Lawrence said.
Lawrence and Larrat hope
that through this endowment more
Black students will have the opportunity to attend URI for pharmacy.
With the Doctorate of Phar-

macy program being a six-year
program, Larrat said that many
students are deterred by fiscal constraints. This endowment will hopefully allow a Black student from a
disadvantaged background to complete the program, according to
Larrat.
“We want our student body
to reflect the communities that we
serve, our patient communities that
we serve,” Larrat said. “So if we
have students that [are] of diverse
backgrounds, no matter what it is,
I think that’s a benefit to us as we
try to heal and try to do the things
that pharmacists do in the communities.”
Black clinicians in the workplace represent the patients they
take care of Lawrence said. Having this representation helps both
the patients and clinicians combat
implicit and conscious bias in how
patients are cared for by clinicians.
“Having a workforce representative of what this country looks
like is really going to only help everybody, from the patient to the
clinician,” Lawrence said. “There’s
certainly research that shows this;
there’s research in business that
shows having diverse workplaces —
the return on investment is actually
substantial. I think health care is a
little late to the party, so to speak.”
COVID-19 has exacerbated
the disparities within health care,
according to Lawrence. However, he is hopeful that after seeing
these disparities, America can learn
something by taking a look at the
causes of systemic racism and putting solutions in place that have
been needed.
The College of Pharmacy,
according to Larrat, is looking at
what it can do to improve diversity
and inclusion of faculty, staff and
students of many different backgrounds, but there is still a long way
to go.
“We really have to make a concerted effort to be the best people
we can be and be as inclusive as we
can be, and as supportive as we can
be,” Larrat said. “We want to help
each other be successful.”
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URI health officials discuss COVID-19 spike, plan for next semester
Juliana Lepore | Contributing Reporter

chances of more students being affected than necessary.”
Students who have already received vaccines or who
have previously had COVID-19 did not have to shelter-inplace, according to Reynolds.
She hopes that this decline in positive cases will motivate the community to keep getting tested and adhering to
guidelines in order to avoid similar situations for the rest of

“My team every morning makes a pinky-promise that
we are not going to go home,” she said. “We have to give
kudos to our athletic department, we just made it through
an entire basketball season without having to take a pause
once.”
Both Nasin and Reynolds stressed the importance of the
vaccine, emphasizing its importance in stopping the spread
of COVID-19. The Rhode Island government has been distributing the vaccine
quickly and they are advising students to
receive it as soon as it’s available to them.
Nasin said that the vaccine is the “single-most important thing we can do” to
combat the spread of COVID-19 and to
keep our community safe.
“It is super super important for our
students to get vaccinated, whether it is at
the end of the semester or over the summer, for us to get any sense of normalcy
back on campus next semester,” Nasin
Nasin, Medical Director, Health Services
said. “We could have a way different experience than we are now if more students
are vaccinated come fall.”

The University of Rhode Island saw a spike in
COVID-19 cases last week, with 181 positive tests and 81
percent of quarantine spaces occupied, according to URI’s
COVID-19 Tracker.
Ellen Reynolds, the director of Health Services, said
that multiple factors contributed to the rise in
cases.
“I think what we were experiencing is
overall fatigue,” Reynolds said. “We weren’t
hearing about a lot of large gatherings, but just
routine small gatherings, students going from
house to house and not adhering to the mask
guidelines.”
The new variant of COVID-19 that originated in the United Kingdom made its way
into Rhode Island in February, according to
Reynolds. While there is no way to prove it, she
suspects that this variant is on campus. Studies
- Dr. Christopher
have shown that this variant spreads faster than
the common variant of COVID-19.
URI’s Greek Life community, which
makes up 22 percent of undergraduates, has had the highest the semester.
Dr. Christopher Nasin, the medical director for Health
COVID-19 positivity rate out of all student groups, being
responsible for 64 percent of all positive cases on campus, Services, stressed that the guidelines are to keep the URI
community safe but also to keep the outside community safe
according to Reynolds.
In order to combat the rising cases in Greek Life, as well.
“If the virus is able to replicate in our community, it will
Health Services put Greek chapters with a positivity rate
start
to spill out into our outside community, causing cases
higher than 5 percent and a testing rate lower than 85 percent in a “shelter-in-place order.” Reynolds said that putting to rise in our area,” Nasin said. “We want to avoid that happening as much as we can. So we really stress that students
the chapters in lockdown was a last resort.
“The academic success and mental health of our stu- continue doing what they’re doing.”
Reynolds said that the last option for URI is to send students matter, and we worry about that every time we decide
to put any students in a lockdown,” she said. “We didn’t do dents completely home, moving all classes online again and
it lightly, but we did use our data, and decided to only put repeating similarities to the Spring 2020 semester, where
certain Greek chapters into shelter-in-place to lessen the in-person instruction ended early due to the pandemic.

“It is super, super important for our
students to get vaccinated,
whether it is at the end of the semester
or over the summer.”

GRAPHIC CREDIT: Kendall Bousquet

While the rest of the state is trending downward,
COVID-19 cases at URI spiked last week.
PHOTO CREDIT: Greg Clark | Staff Photographer
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Need a trim? Total Image Salon can help

Humanities student
independently publishes
first poetry book
Liz Fusco | Staff Reporter

With COVID-19 restrictions easing up, it’s time to trim those locks at URI’s Total Image Hair Salon.
PHOTO CREDIT: James Singer | Staff Photographer
Ashlyn Messier | Staff Reporter

Total Image Hair Salon has had to adjust throughout the pandemic but it has still been able to provide
service to members of the University of Rhode Island
community and beyond.
Brenda Celona, the owner of Total Image Hair
Salon, located on the bottom floor of the Memorial
Union, has been working at the salon for 33 years and
has been the owner for 13 years as of this June.
Many of the clients at Total Image are URI students, though many clients come from surrounding
communities.
“We have a lot of local residents, faculty, staff,
alumni, we still have alumni coming back ten years
plus, they’re still coming back here,” Celona said. “I
have a lot [of clients] from Wakefield, people come
from Westerly, I have people come from Connecticut
that graduated, professors, staff, state workers.”
Due to COVID-19, finding clients has been harder than in previous years, as fewer students are living
on campus or commuting to campus. Because of this,
fewer students are coming to campus to get haircuts,
according to Celona.
The pandemic has also made Celona change her
marketing strategy of promoting the salon at First
Night. She has had to shift gears, relying on word-ofmouth to get new clients into the salon.
At the outset of the COVID-19 pandemic, the salon faced uncertainty and has been faced with numerous challenges since then. Celona said that she has had
to make decisions with an uncertain future ahead.
“When I had to close that day, I had no idea how
long,” she said. “[I was] thinking for a couple of weeks,
but it was unknown, so I had no idea about finances.”
She also wondered when she would be able to see

the students who came to her salon, especially graduating seniors.
Celona said that one of her favorite parts about
her job is meeting all of the students that come in and
forming relationships with them throughout their time
at URI.
“You can’t beat the students, they try to keep you
young,” Celona said. “They’re just so high energy.
They are uplifting.”
Before the pandemic, Celona had two other employees working at the salon, but now it is only her and
Madison Ferreira, a recent URI graduate who has
been working at the salon for six years. Celona said
she met Ferreira at First Night when Ferreira was a first
year student at URI. She had just got her hairdressing
license. At the time, Celona wasn’t looking to hire, but
a month later, one of her employees moved and Celona
called up Ferreira. They have been working together
ever since.
Because Ferreira has experience at URI, she can
offer many students advice and resources that they may
not have known about.
“I’m able to give these kids advice and tell them
how many different things and tools are on this campus like the Academic Enhancement Center and all of
these things that people don’t know,” Ferreira said. “I’m
a great tool for a lot of these kids.”
Celona hopes that soon, the salon will go back to
the fun, high-energy salon that it was before the pandemic.
“I want my fun salon back, I want the magazines
out, I want people in here, waiting with their friends
and cheering them on when they’re shaving their head
or doing something crazy like that,” Celona said. “It’s
so boring. This place is normally so much fun, but I try
to make it fun still.”

The University of Rhode Island
Public Notice

Kate Ayers lives by the
words of Robin Williams’ John
Keating in “Dead Poets Society”:
“Medicine, law, business,
engineering, these are all noble
pursuits, and necessary to sustain life. But poetry, beauty, romance, love, these are what we
stay alive for.”
Ayers, a sophomore at the
University of Rhode Island
double majoring in English and
writing and rhetoric, has been
inspired by poetry from a young
age.
“I learned that I could write
in seventh grade,” Ayers said. “I
wrote this horrible paragraph
about the sky and at the time I
thought that was poetry. I’ve always been in love with reading
though, so I started reading poems and copying their words.”
She took her love to another level this year by publishing
her first poetry book this February and sharing her writing
with the world.
“Gin and Juice Boxes” features a collection of Ayers’
poems, centering on her experiences as an old soul in a
young body. It was hard to put
something together that she has
never seen in poetry before, according to her.
Ayers said that she had always wanted to write a book, but
it was taking HPR 147: Writing
for Love and Loss during her
freshman year that drove her
to get it done. It met for three
hours every Monday to discuss heavy topics, according to
Ayers, so she lovingly coined it
her “dead person class.”
“One of the assignments
was to write 10 things you want
to do before you die,” Ayers said.
“I wrote that I always wanted to
publish a book. When we got
into class my professor had everyone write their number one

item on the board and then she
went around and asked us what
was stopping us from getting
that one thing done. I realized
that there was nothing stopping
me except me thinking that I
couldn’t do it.”
So Ayers wrote a finish date
on a sticky note and put it on
the typewriter on her desk, then
got to work. She crammed writing, editing and publishing the
book into the span of winter
break. So far, “Gin and Juice
Boxes” has sold over 100 copies
and counting through Amazon’s
Kindle Direct self-publishing
service.
Ayers said that many people she has interacted with in
her life from her coworkers to
her middle school teachers have
bought her book and told her
they connected with it.
“For someone who has always written for herself - finding that other people can connect to my writing is amazing,”
Ayers said.
Elizabeth Witkun, a sophomore at URI and friend of
Ayers, illustrated the front cover
of “Gin and Juice Boxes.”
“The first time reading the
book was exciting because I
know the author and it was almost as if she was reading her
poems and stories to me,” said
Witkun. “Even if you don’t
know Kate personally, the poems and short stories hold their
own and there’s something in
the book that everyone can relate to.”
Next, Ayers will continue
to write but will turn her focus
from poetry to fiction, though
she still finds beauty in poetry.
“Poetry represents putting
emotion into one small moment,” said Ayers. “It’s about
the emotion and the more we
can understand each other in
art, the more we can indulge in
other’s thoughts.”

Draft 2020 RIPDES Phase II Stormwater Annual Report
RIPDES Permit No. RIR040 019

A draft of the 2020 Phase II Storm Water Annual Report
prepared in accordance with the Rhode Island Pollution
Discharge Elimination System (RIPDES) program general
permit for storm water discharges from small municipal
separate storm systems (MS4s) is available for review on the
URI website. Copies of the 2020 Phase II Storm Water
Annual Report may be obtained by visiting the URI website
at www.uri.edu and following the links to Facilities
Operations home page and selecting the
Utilities Department.
For any questions or comments, please contact:
Richard Ribb, URI Facilities Department,
60 Tootell Road, Kingston, RI 02881
401-874-4299, rribb@uri.edu

URI sophomore Kate Ayers recently published her first poetry book, entitled “Gin and
Juice Boxes.” PHOTO CREDIT: James McIntosh | Photo Editor
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THIS WEEK AT URI Growing up Asian in a New
THURSDAY, MARCH 25, 2021

England town: Stop Asian Hate

PERSONAL TRAINER AND WELL-BEING
COACH INFO SESSION

Christian Silvia | Contributing Reporter

6:30pm - 7pm • VIRTUAL MEETING • FREE

Campus Recreation is looking to hire Personal Trainers and Well-being Coaches! For students that are already certified: Both employment
opportunities are posted on Handshake.
For students that are not certified: We will be holding in-house training
programs during the month of April to cover the certification process/
content/employment. Applications are available on Handshake as
“Train the Trainer: Personal Training In-house Training” and “Well-being Coach In-house Training.” Students can attend a Virtual Info
Session on Thursday 3/25 at 6:30-7:00pm to learn more about these
programs and ask our personal trainers and coaches any questions they
may have. Please register for the info session on imleagues.com/uri to
receive the Zoom link.

LONG RHODE TO THE VOTE: URI SUFFRAGE
CENTENNIAL (VIRTUAL) SPRING SERIES
7pm - 8pm • VIRTUAL EVENT • FREE

Historical Perspectives on Woman Suffrage: Rhode Island and Beyond
Join us for a panel discussion with Elizabeth Stevens, editor of Newport
History, Elisa Miller, Assoc Prof of History and Dept Chair at RIC, and
Emily Lynch, Lecturer in Poli Sci at URI, as they explore the history of
woman suffrage in RI as well as the legacy of women running for office
today. Registrants will receive the link to the presentation prior to the
event. https://web.uri.edu/suffrage/

FRIDAY, MARCH 26, 2021

VIRTUAL GRANT PROPOSAL AND BUDGET
PREPARATION WORKSHOP
10am-11:15am • VIRTUAL • FREE

Open to undergradudate students. These workshops will provide tips and
strategies for writing an effective research grant proposal, and provide
instruction on how to estimate costs for your research proposal and what to
include with your budget submission. Proposal Writing 10:00 am – 10:45
am • Budget Preparation 10:45 – 11:15 am
Registration required. Workshops will be delivered via Zoom. Meeting Link
and information will be shared prior to the date. Registration: https://
docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScd3FCgaqrhpzOUr1gCjoQN0woHaePMSOS7Dp3oIBVlk0Uy3Q/viewform

MOVIE NIGHT, EDWARDS AUDITORIUM: BARB & STAR
8:00pm - 10:00pm • Edwards Auditorium • FREE

Join us for a showing of Barb and Star on Friday, March 26 at 8 PM in Edwards Auditorium! Doors open at 7:30 PM. Movie Description: Lifelong
friends Barb and Star embark on the adventure of a lifetime when they
decide to leave their small Midwestern town for the first time - ever.

SATURDAY, MARCH 27, 2021

ICE SKATING AT BOSS ARENA

9:30pm - 11:50pm • Boss Ice Arena • FREE

We will be offering 3 FREE ice skating sessions: Session 1: 9:30-10PM
• Session 2: 10:20-10:50PM • Session 3: 11:20-11:50PM
25 students per session, cleaning between each session. Refreshments and
skates provided. Must wear a mask in order to skate. We encourage students to register in advance. Can’t wait to SEA. you there!.

ZUMBA ON THE QUAD
1:00pm - 2:00pm • Quad • FREE

Come join our Zumba instructor, Pat, for a 1 hour special Zumba dance
class celebrating Pat’s 2 year anniversary as a Zumba instructor!
#optoutside with friends and try something new, no experience necessary,
open to all levels! “Zumba is pretty much the most awesome workout
ever. Dance to great music, with great people, and get a great workout”
without even realizing it!” Sign up on IMLeagues.com/uri (max 50 participants) Weather permitting, updates on IMLeagues.com/uri.

SUNDAY, MARCH 29, 2021

INNER-TUBE WATER POLO IN THE TOOTELL POOL
12pm - 4pm • Beaupre Center, Room 100 • FREE

Open to URI students, create a 6 person co-ed team, register on IMLeagues March 15-25th, and get ready to have some fun. All equipment
is provided.Games will be held in 2 pools at once, winning teams move
up and continue to play in the qualifying, semi-finals, finals.
Two top scoring teams play for the championship
View all details, rules, and instructions in IMLeagues.com/uri.

Two weeks ago, I interviewed members of
the Asian Student Association and the Multicultural Student Services Center about the recent spike
in hate crimes towards Asian Americans. Some two
weeks later, after President Biden called these attacks
“un-American,” a domestic terrorist went on a killing spree and killed six Asian women because of his
disgusting fetishism of the culture. I am not one to
speak for all Asian Americans; I am just one man,
but it led to an awful pain in my chest.
I don’t know how Asian stereotyping and racism
became so prevalent. I don’t know why people think
that any sort of racial bias and prejudice is acceptable in any context. For me, I allowed this behavior
throughout my high school years so I felt as if I fit in
more. I grew up in a very white New England town,
only knowing a handful of people of color from my
area. I am part-Korean on my mother’s side. My
grandma was born there and immigrated here after
she married my grandfather, who was stationed in
Korea at the time.
From the time I was a child, I had kids making
slanted eyes at me. I did not know what that meant.
I did not know it was an insult. I had no idea that I
looked any different from any of my peers. During
high school, I was often called slurs, like “Gook” and
“Chink” and often let it go and brushed it off as a
joke, playing along as to not rain on other’s good
times. I was even given the nickname “Chinkman’’
that was said so casually, you wouldn’t have realized
it was a slur if you didn’t know better.

These words absolutely devastated me then and
still do to this day. It made me feel ashamed inside,
like my Korean heritage was something that I should
be ashamed of, that it was a hindrance that held me
back. I can’t say that I am the only one who experienced something like this. I do believe, however, that
allowing this to happen while it tore me apart on the
inside is an example of what allows people to think
they can say such awful things.
I do not know exactly what can be done outside
of educating people on this topic. Cody Chin of the
Asian Student Association mentioned in our interview that calling the police was not the right thing
to do, as it will not help the matters of the situation.
Sure enough, on March 17, Capt. Jay Baker of Atlanta brushed off this man’s crimes as a “bad day”
and blamed it on “sexual frustration.” Asian women are not some sort of submissive doll that will do
whatever you want for them. They are strong and
powerful and do not deal with nonsense from people
who see them as objects for sex.
I would like to finish this off with a few more
thoughts. The struggles of Asian people should not
be compared to the struggles of any other minority, and that includes the phrase “Asian Lives Matter.” “Stop Asian Hate” is much more preferred as it
brings attention to the crimes without trying to insert
our struggle into the years-long struggle of “Black
Lives Matter.” While I can not speak for everyone, I
would like to say that my heart breaks for the families of the people who lost their lives in this domestic
terrorism attack.

Letter to the Editor:
“Trans people are people. Period.”
Dear Editor,
Trans people are people, period. Full stop.
Trans people are beautiful, real, diverse, incredible, fabulous people. And at the University of
Rhode Island, we have a thriving community of
trans and nonbinary students. Moreover, we have
a broader LGBTQ+ and ally community that
loves and supports our entire family. Family. As
LGBTQ+ folkx, a common part of our lives and
livelihood is our chosen family. A family loves
you. A family supports and affirms you.
A family believes in your rights to equity and
the boundless opportunities that lay in front of
you. At URI, your family is here for you, right
now and always. As the Director of the Gender
and Sexuality Center, I am unfortunately, more
aware of how members of our family are sometimes treated poorly at best and horrifically at
worst.
I want you to know that as we navigate this
difficult and oppressive world together, I am here
for you. The entire staff at the Gender and Sexuality Center is here for you. Your allies are here

for you. The University of Rhode Island is here
for you. Sometimes the only thing we have to
hang onto is our family. And I promise you that
at the end of each and every day, your family is
standing beside and behind you in every single
fight.
There are a multitude of ways we can support each other and especially, our trans family
members. Please follow us on social media - facebook, twitter, instagram, and come out to one of
our many weekly groups: Trans and Nonbinary
Support Group, Gal Pals, or Convo Group. You
can find more information on how to contact me
or access or programs or services at web.uri.edu/
gender-sexuality.
I want to remind our entire LGBTQ+ community of Audre Lorde’s words: “Revolution is
not a one time event. Caring for myself is not
self-indulgence, it is self-preservation and that is
an act of political warfare.”
In Solidarity,
Dr. Annie Russell
Director of the Gender & Sexuality Center

LGBTQ+ SYMPOSIUM
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Steven Canals: A legacy in progress
Kayla Laguerre-Lewis | Entertainment Editor

In 2004, a film theory professor
screened “Paris Is Burning,” a documentary about 1980s ballroom culture. A young
African American and Puerto Rican queer
student walked back to his residence hall
building afterwards thinking about how it
could inspire a really good television show.
He dreamt up a character of a young gay
boy named Damon, who gets kicked out of
his parents house and has to learn to survive in New York City.
Although he never thought he’d be the
one to tell the story, after years of work in
higher education administration, Steven
Canals went back to school to get an MFA
in screenwriting, and in 2014, began working on what we now know as the hit FX
series “Pose.”
In the midst of directing the series finale, set to air in May, Canals took time on
March 17 to speak to University of Rhode
Island students, staff and alumni as the keynote speaker of the Gender and Sexualiy
Center’s LGBTQ+ Symposium about his
work on “Pose” and background in higher
education.
“Pose” evolved greatly in the years
since Canal left that screening and eventually started writing the pilot. Originally,
it revolved around Damon (Ryan Jamaal
Swain) and drag queens, with the ball culture element remaining as the inspiration.
Eventually, the drag queens became transgender women and “Pose” made history
by having the largest transgender cast for
a scripted television series with stars like
MJ Rodriguez, Domonique Jackson, Indya
Moore, Angelica Ross and Hailie Sahar.
The focus shifted to Blanca (Rodriguez), a
trans woman diagnosed with HIV, trying
to make a name for herself as both a busi-

ness woman and mother of the House of
Evangelista. With the change also came a
lightness and core family aspect that was
missing in the original, much darker draft,
a result of a conversation with co-creator
Ryan Murphy (“American Horror Story,”
“Glee”).
“Partway through revamping, Ryan
was like ‘I think we need to take a different approach,’” said Canals. “One of the
things he said to me that really resonated is
‘all the joy that you have in being a queer
person of color like I need to see that I
need to feel that on the page,’ and that’s
where the show really did a 180.”
The show premiered to critical success, with rave views and an Emmy win in
its second season for Billy Porter’s performance as Pray Tell, an emcee of the ballroom and mentor and friend to Blanca. On
March 5, it was announced that the third
season would be its last.
Despite its success, it wasn’t an easy
show to get made. At the time, and still today, there were no shows like it, and it was
hard for Canals to find a market. He said
he had 166 pitch meetings in two-and-ahalf years before meeting the show’s executive producer Sherry Marsh. Within two
months of meeting her, he had a meeting
with Murphy, who told him that they were
going to get the show made.
Suddenly, the obstacles he’d been
facing in developing the show went away,
which he credited to having Murphy, a
powerful white man in Hollywood, as his
collaborator. Longtime producing, directing and writing partner of Murphy, Brad
Falchuk also joined as the show’s third
co-creator.
“As a queer Afro-Latin person, aligning with him as someone who was already
in the industry at that point for whatever

it was 15, 16 years, you know, all the battles that my contemporaries who are also
Black or Brown or Asian have to deal with,
I didn’t have to deal with any of that because I had Ryan Murphy as my collaborator,” Canals said.
Despite how groundbreaking the show
is and how it’s been hailed as an agent of
change in the industry, particularly with the
visibility and representation of trans people, Canals said he hasn’t seen much of it
himself.
While being aligned with Murphy and
Falchuk helped him when it came to getting his show greenlight, he knows that ultimately, “Pose” is a show centering Black
trans women created by three cis men, two
of whom are white.
“Where are all the trans people? Where
all the nonbinary folks out in the world who
also have stories to tell and have content?”
said Canals. “Because I know they’re out
there because I meet them. So I’m like,
‘why are those shows not getting greenlit?’”
It was issues like this that lead the second season to explore a darker side of the
trans experience: violence against Black
trans women. The show had been praised
for showing the joyful side of the trans
community and ballroom culture, even
with some struggles and the looming presence of HIV/AIDs, and Canals had wanted it to remain that way.
However, in May 2019, three Black
trans women in the United States died of
gunshot wounds within five days. It was a
turning point for Canals, who realized that
they’d have to tackle the issue to stay authentic and say goodbye to a beloved character.
“Paris Is Burning” features trans performer and aspiring model Venus Xtravaganza prior to her murder at the age of 23

in 1988. Her killer was never found. While
Angel Evangelista (Moore) represents what
Xtravaganza’s life could have been like if
she lived, Candy Ferocity serves as a mirror
to her real-life experiences in the episode
“Never Knew Love Like This Before.”
The episode shocked many with mixed
reactions. Some fans thanked them for telling such an authentic, heartbreaking story,
while others felt like their safe haven had
been ripped away.
“I stand by our choice, which was like,
we just felt it was important to highlight
what was happening to the community,
that we couldn’t sort of let that moment go
by and not address it in a significant way,”
said Canals.
Whether audience members agree it
not, it will surely go down as one of the
most memorable episodes and important
storylines of “Pose” as it gets ready to air
its final episodes.
Canals leaves behind “Pose” proud,
recalling numerous stories of audience
members who shared how much his work
and the stories he told affected them, but
unsure of its legacy in the industry.
“I don’t see it getting better,” Canals
said of trans representation on screen. “I’m
hopeful that the industry will shift. And I
hope that, I hope it’s not this long, but I
hope like 10, 15 years from now, we look
back on this moment, and we say, ‘oh ‘Pose’
was the beginning of a moment; it cracked
the door open.’ But at this point, I don’t
know that I’ve seen that happen yet.”
The final season of “Pose” will feature
eight episodes, two of which will be directed by Canals, including the finale. It one is
set to premiere on May 2, 2021. Canals has
multiple projects in the work through a deal
he signed with 20th Television last year.

‘Quarantine Chic’: Celebrating pride with pandemic looks
Juliana Lepore | Staff Reporter

The 2021 LGBTQ+ Symposium organized by
the University of Rhode Island Gender and Sexuality Center featured a series of events starting
March 15, ending with a Fashion Show to show off
their best pandemic looks on March 19.
The fashion show occurred in the main room
at the Gender and Sexuality Center, located right
at the top of campus. The staff at the facility
decked out the room with LED lights on the floor
to line the “catwalk,” disco lights and socially-distanced chairs along the side.
Participants in the fashion show strutted their
way down the catwalk in their “quarantine chic”
attire, rocking slippers, jogger-style sweatpants
and other casual loungewear. Greeting them at the
end of the catwalk was a pride flag, which provided a great background for photos.
As the participants walked out, the audience
hyped them up and cheered them on as they
showed off their favorite outfits, leaving participants feeling confident, empowered and loved.
“Models” in the show got to pick their walkout song, with selections that ranged from “Good
as Hell” by Lizzo to “Me Too” by Meghan
Trainor. These powerful songs put a light, empowered mood on the night and made for a lot of fun
for attendees.
Tori Frank, a freshman who participated in
the event, called it the “highlight of her week.”
“I loved the fashion show. I was practicing my
model walk for days before,” said Frank. “I had so
much fun being able to bring out my inner Kend-

all Jenner and walk to my favorite song.”
The Gender and Sexuality Center have been
hosting their annual symposium since 1995, making this year the 26th year that this event has taken place, according to Rhianna Eleck, the Mental
Health and Education Specialist at the center.
This year they had a jam-packed week full of
events which included keynote speaker and creator of “Pose” Steven Canals, Safe Zone trainings
and the fashion show. Eleck said that the Symposium is a great way to get the LGBTQ+ community active on campus, to celebrate their pride and
bond with others.
“We had our Sex Toy Bingo on Thursday
night and that was a great hit,” said Eleck. “We
love seeing the community be represented on campus.”
The Gender and Sexuality Center provides
a “safe place” for LGBTQ+ students on campus,
with multiple support groups and other club meetings within their facility. In their building, there is
a library, a conference room and a lounge, complete with Nintendo Switch and PlayStation gaming systems.
Eleck said that the Center is always welcoming new faces and loves to have people coming in
and out to use their facility. She was happy with
the outcome of this year’s symposium, even with
COVID-19, and is glad that students were still
able to make the most of it and show their pride.
“Although it was different than what we are
used to, we’re really happy that people were still
able to participate in the events of this year’s symposium and are looking forward to next year,”
Eleck said.

Members of the URI community were invited to strut their
stuff at the final event of the 2021 LGBTQ+ Symposium.
PHOTO CREDIT: James McIntosh | Photo Editor
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Confessions of a Fan: K-pop edition
Leah Crowley | Newscast Editor

I have long considered writing this opinion piece but
never had the courage to do so. The reason being that
writing this opinion would involve outing myself to The
Good Five Cent Cigar’s editorial team, who I work with,
and anyone who happens to read this article. The truth is:
I listen to K-pop.
I know what you might be thinking, “Why is it such
a big deal to admit?” Well, people have strong opinions
about the Korean music industry. I know because I did
too. I thought that groups like BTS were just machine-engineered cash cows that fit into a cookie-cutter mold with
cookie-cutter music. My favorite artist of all time was
Hozier, and I could never imagine myself listening to what
I thought was overproduced, foreign and pop.
That all changed when I decided to learn the names
of the BTS members. I liked some K-pop music before
purely because of the dances. I used to dance, and I always
liked seeing people doing the choreography on Instagram.
I still was not a fan by any means. Once I did a little more
research, I fell down a giant rabbit whole and dragged my
two best friends down with me.
So, my main point: give Korean music a chance. A lot
of the artists are actually very involved in the writing and
production of their music, including big groups like BTS.
The choreographies can be difficult to get the hang of, but
are fun, a great workout and honestly anyone can learn
them with practice and patience.
Yet I cannot talk about K-pop without talking about
the problems within the industry. A lot of artists are likely
mistreated and there are definitely groups created to make
large companies money. More notably, a lot of Korean
music takes huge influence from Black culture and there

is the big problem of cultural appropriation. However, as
K-pop grows, so does its fan base. One good thing about
many K-pop stans is that they hold the artists accountable.
I also have to acknowledge the fact that BTS donated
$1 million to Black Lives Matter and, within less than 24
hours, BTS fans matched the million in donations. There
are entire fan accounts dedicated to organizing and donating to various philanthropic causes and charities. K-pop
stans have also made headlines multiple times for flooding
“All Lives Matter” hashtags over the summer with amusing
videos, performances and pictures of their favorite idols,
completely drowning out the voices of white supremacists.
People have a lot of arguments as to why they dislike
K-Pop. I often hear that the male artists “look like girls.” I
am a Harry Styles fan as well. I love what he is doing for
men in fashion and I think he looks amazing in that dress,
but a lot of K-pop artists got there before he did, and are
often perceived very differently from Styles.
People also ask, “why bother listening to music you
can’t understand?” I’d bet big money those same people
listened to “Despacito.” I also cannot understand 80 percent of what Ariana Grande sings in “Positions.”
I’ve always loved Spanish music and have recently
gotten into more French and Arabic songs too. Why limit
yourself to only music with English lyrics? I promise you
will find songs you like, can sing along to and still connect
with. It may just take a quick Google search.
I will conclude with some recommendations, and I
urge you to give some of these songs a chance.
If you like upbeat pop, check out girl group Twice.
I highly recommend their song “What is Love?” If you
are into more mellow songs try “What Do I Call You”
by Taeyeon. If you want a good cry, try “Spring Day” by
BTS. If you are into R&B or Hip Hop, listen to “And July”

Major (re)mixes music
with psychology
Christian Silvia | Contributing Reporter

Over this past year, the University of
Rhode Island department of music has begun teaching courses for a new bachelor’s
degree in music therapy. The music therapy major balances both music and psychology classes in a way that makes students
proficient in both fields.
“Music therapy is a field that is new to
URI, but has been around since the 1950s,”
said Nicole O’Malley, who teaches music
therapy classes at the Fine Arts Center.
“The degree program took us about four
years to propose the course structure that
was needed to be accredited by [National
Association of Schools of Music] and approved by the American Music Therapy
Association.”
Students in the major take courses that
are associated with the major in music, such
as music theory and courses on instruments
like piano and guitar. They will also take
part in ensembles and other performances.
In addition to those courses, they also
take courses in psychology and human
anatomy. These include classes on basic introductions to psychology and personality
disorders.
Most importantly, they have classes
combining the two fields, including assessment and treatment planning. The courses
are aimed at a wide range of topics, such
as mental health to social justice and the
impact of music on these subjects. Due to
the heavy workload and requirement of a
musical internship, the major is a five-year
program.
“They have 1200 hours of clinical
work over the five years,” O’Malley said.
“Most of that time is in their fifth-year internship where they can go anywhere in

the country and work under a music therapist.”
The department is built to work with
the culture of URI, which is described by
O’Malley as rich and diverse. The department just submitted their first research proposal, a collaborative project with both the
pharmacy and engineering departments.
O’Malley said that, like everyone, the
program did struggle a bit with the major
first starting to be offered in the pandemic. Yet she thinks it helped the program in
some other ways, as it supported growth
and innovation in a brand new program to
campus.
Being just in its first year, the major
currently has eight students, all freshmen,
who are excited to learn more about the
interesting subject.
“We’re still just barely touching the
surface on what we will be doing,” said
music therapy major Joey Peavy. “There is
so much you can do with music in a therapeutic setting.”
Another student in the major, Carrie
Sullivan, feels that the work involved in the
major can be misunderstood.
“I think what people don’t realize
about music therapy is that it is really about
the intersection of music and neuroscience
and psychology in the brain,” said Sullivan, “There’s so much abundant research
on that in different fields and it’s really exciting.”
Both Peavy and Sullivan said that the
amount of work that is done in the major
can be overwhelming, but it is worth it to
learn more about a major that is truly interesting to them.
The program is looking to expand in
the upcoming years and more information
can be found on the URI music department’s webpage.

by Heize.
I shall round out with the songs that, in my personal experience, have single-handedly converted the locals:
“Hip” by Mamamoo, “Love Scenario” by Ikon, “Maria”
by Hwa Sa, “You Calling My Name” by GOT7, or “DNA”
by BTS.
As the saying goes, “don’t knock it till you’ve tried it.”
Imagine the music library you are opening yourself up to
if you just take the leap outside your native language.

PHOTO CREDIT: freepik.com

Hate-watching:
Hurtful or helpful?
Erin Brown | Contributing Reporter

The advent of binge-watching has bred
the cultural phenomenon of hate-watching, but what is hate-watching? According
to Merriam-Webster, it means “to watch
and take pleasure in laughing at or criticizing (a disliked television show, movie, etc.).”
Now, this isn’t a new thing and has
been around since the early 2010s. Yet,
the act of hate-watching can actually benefit what is being hate-watched, because
despite reasons for watching, they are still
boosting the viewer count. This frequently leads to content renewal, or even sequel
creations.
A great example of this is Netflix’s
“Emily in Paris.” With a current 63 percent
rating on Rotten Tomatoes, it mainly received pretty mediocre ratings and reviews,
which made its subsequent two Golden
Globe nominations quite controversial.
The show blew up on Twitter but, overwhelmingly, the tweets were not positive.
Still, since the show was trending, more
and more people watched to see what all
the fuss was about and found they couldn’t
turn it off.
Twitter user @allisonantram put it best
in a tweet that read, “last night I set out to
hate-watch 1 (one) episode of emily in paris
and instead watched the ENTIRE THING
IN ONE SITTING; the self-loathing today
cannot be overstated.”
All of the attention that was gathered
around the show actually led to the announcement a month after it aired that it
was going to be getting a second season.
By far, “Emily In Paris” is not the only
example. There is a whole Wikipedia page
dedicated to hate-watching and lists shows
as examples, including “13 Reasons Why,”

“Love Island” and more.
A show that can arguably also fall in
this category is “Riverdale.” The first season got rave reviews, but years later, it has
become increasingly more obvious that the
writers are just spitballing every episode.
The show has become a meme on the internet for its cringy writing and unrealistic
storylines.
Many of its stars have even publicly
made fun of their characters and storylines
in various interviews, but it remains popular because people want to see just how bad
it keeps getting. This hasn’t slowed it down
and just last month it was renewed for a
sixth season, causing outrage among social
media users citing “better” shows that had
been cancelled while “Riverdale” remains
on air.
There is a very clear distinction to
consumers between hate-watching a show
and having it be a guilty pleasure. Guilty
pleasures usually consist of TV that is considered “trashy” or “low-brow,” mainly
reality TV, meaning that it’s in the show’s
nature to be a guilty pleasure. Shows like
those in “The Real Housewives” franchise
know that the storylines and the drama
can be absolutely ridiculous, but that is
what it promotes. They don’t pretend to be
groundbreaking, so a viewer can take it at
face value and still enjoy it. Whereas usually shows or movies that are hate-watched
are promoted to be great but frequently fall
far from expectations.
Hate-watching is immediately in contrast to the goals of the viewers. They hate
the form of media but every time they
watch it, they are actually supporting it. It
begs the question, isn’t it better to just not
even watch it at all and stick to reading the
bad tweets and reviews about it?
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Women’s soccer scores historic win Baseball making
national noise heading
into conference play
Zach Austin | Contributing Reporter

Rhode Island Women’s Soccer earned their
first victory of the season on Sunday, winning 3-2
in overtime in the first win against Boston College in
program history.
“Obviously, it’s a huge win,” Head Coach Megan Jessee said. “It’s a win that, quite frankly, we’ve
been building towards.”
Sunday’s game was full of drama, especially
late in the second half. Laila Rosenthal scored the
opening goal for the University of Rhode Island in
the 71st minute, the first of her career. That tied the
game at one-all, and the Eagles thought they had the
winner when Nye Day scored in the 85th minute for
the home team. However, with only 1:22 left in regulation, Haley Pignatelli found the back of the net for
the second time this season, sending the match past
regulation.
Rhody walked away victorious thanks to a
game-winning goal in overtime by Brooke Cavino,
her first of the year and the fourth of her career.
After leading the team in scoring last season, she was
finally able to get on the board after battling injuries
throughout the year.
The early part of the season has been a stretch
for the Rams to rediscover their identity following
their season being delayed to the spring. After a couple ties and a tough 1-0 loss to La Salle on March 18,
Rhody was able to get back into the win column for
the first time since October of 2019.

One area the Rams were strong in against BC
on Sunday was their attack. After taking just seven
shots against La Salle and only scoring one goal all
season until Sunday’s game, URI was able to double
their shots and score three goals against the Eagles.
“That’s just the hardest thing to ultimately figure out as a team,” Jessee said on her team finding
their rhythm on offense. “We’ve been close in many
games, and we’ve created chances, but just couldn’t
finish. I think it was just a matter of finishing on
some of those chances.”
Jessee continued to stress the importance of seeing goal-scoring opportunities not only get created,
but also finished off.
“There’s no doubt we had created more chances
than any other game,” she said about the game on
Sunday. “They have a little extra confidence going
into our next game, that not only are we creating
chances but that we are also finishing them.”
This season is an important one for the program’s future, as the majority of the team is made
up of younger players. Eighteen of the 27 players on
the roster are either freshmen or sophomores, and
many having gained valuable experience dating back
to last season.
“Our younger players are huge,” Jessee said.
“They’ve been stepping up.”
The Rams will face the Fordham Rams in their
next matchup on Thursday afternoon before opening up their home slate of games at the URI Soccer
Complex. They’ll face off against UMass in Kingston, with kickoff scheduled for 3 p.m.

Against tough opposition so far this season, Rhody has a winning record before
conference play. PHOTO CREDIT: Greg Clark | Staff Photographer
Kyle Standing | Contributing Reporter

The University of Rhode
Island Men’s Baseball team advanced to 9-7 on the season after
logging a 7-3 home win against
Sacred Heart and losing a close
series to Charlotte two games to
one.
Rhody first took on New England rival Sacred Heart University on Wednesday at Bill Beck
Field, capping off a six-game
home stand after they swept
UMass Lowell and Bryant in separate series.
The Rams struggled offensively to start, failing to rack up
a single run in the first three innings. However, Rhody flexed
their pitching prowess, holding the
Pioneers to zero runs as well. This
defense was led by freshman starting titcher Trystan Levesque and
redshirt senior second baseman
Josh Brodeur.
The fourth inning was when
runs finally found the scoreboard,
with Sacred Heart getting on the
board first. They drove in a run off
a single after Levesque subbed out
for relief pitcher Armando Diaz,
but Sacred Heart ended the inning with base-runners stranded
on second and third.
The Rams responded to the
Aysha Bentick and Rhode Island recorded their first win in school history vs. Boston College on Sunday. deficit in a big way. Freshman
PHOTO CREDIT: gorhody.com Tommy Cartnick was able to drive
in a run off of an infield single to
start the comeback, and Rhode
Island would go on to add six
runs in the fourth inning to take a
commanding lead. Timely hitting,
advantageous baserunning, and
poor defense by Sacred Heart fueled the Rams to take a firm lead. .
Excellent pitching by three
different Rams and another RBI
from Brodeur made the game 7-1
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the Rams a 7-3 victory. Brodeur
finished the day with two RBI and
seven different Ram pitchers saw
the mound in the win.
Wednesday’s victory made it
six wins in a row for the Rams.
When asked what the key to the
winning streak was, Head Coach
Raphael Cerrato pointed to two
things that are some of the most
controllable aspects of baseball.
“Our defense and baserunning have been great,” he said.
“We aren’t a team who is going to
hit four home runs in a game. We
will win games by playing great
defense and running the bases
well.”
The non-conference schedule
has been daunting for the Rams,
but the team has responded to
the challenge. Entering Monday,
Rhody was tied for third for most
Quad 1 wins across all of Division
I, and they are ranked 18th in the
RPI rankings as of Monday
“We are just happy to be out
here; we had a weird offseason
where we couldn’t play and we are
just working hard to make sure
we can continue playing,” Cerrato said. “In terms of what this is
doing for us, it is showing us that
we can compete with anyone and
that we can push for a spot in the
tournament.”
After the conclusion of the
team’s home stand, they headed
to Charlotte, North Carolina to
take on the Charlotte 49ers in a
three-game series.
The first game was wellfought and featured tremendous
pitching yet again. Ryan Twitchell
threw nearly the entire game, giving up just one earned run. However, the Rams fell in extra innings
by a score of 2-1.
The next two games were split
by the two sides, with Rhody taking the second matchup 6-3 and
the 49ers taking the third one 6-3.
Great hitting by Brodeur and
junior Austin White highlighted
these two games and Levesque
and fellow pitcher Mike Webb
threw excellent games.
The weekend series has
Rhody sitting with a record of 9-7
for the season before they travel
to Storrs, Connecticut to take on
UCONN in a three-game away
series. Wednesday’s game vs Bryant missed publication deadline.
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Men’s soccer allow five goals in road defeat
Aniekan Okon | Staff Reporter

The University of Rhode Island Men’s Soccer
team failed to snap the University of Massachusetts’
five-game unbeaten streak last Saturday when they
lost 5-2 in Amherst, the first time since 2014 that the
Rams allowed five goals on the road.
The Minutemen wasted no time establishing why
they are unbeaten this season. In the sixth minute,
leading goal scorer Alec Hughes would knock in a
cross from Yosuke Hanya to get the home team on
the scoreboard. The duo connected again 13 minutes
later to give UMass a two-goal advantage early on in
the first half.
The Rams eventually settled into the game and
answered with a goal from junior Zach Drayer in the
33rd minute, the second of his career. Just when it
looked like the momentum had flipped in the Rams’
favor, Tyler Mann found the back of the net off another Hanya assist to reestablish the Minutemen’s 3-1
lead heading into the break.
Rhode Island Men’s Soccer Coach Gareth Elliott
said that this third goal hurt his team’s chance of getting back into the game.
“We were going into halftime feeling okay about
ourselves, only down one goal in the game, and then
they scored a third and then the momentum shifted
right before halftime,” he said.
Coming out of the locker room, the Minutemen
used the same script in the second half and picked up
two goals in the first 12 minutes courtesy of Graham
Brenner and Filippo Begliardi Ghidini. Freshman
Kevin Castenada cut into the deficit with his first career goal in the 68th minute for Rhode Island, but
it wouldn’t be enough as Rhody dropped their first
conference game of the season.
Freshman Michael Tavares and junior transfer
Patrick Agyemang also recorded their first points of
their URI career with assists each side of halftime,

Zach Drayer scored his second-ever goal for URI, but it wasn’t enough vs UMass. PHOTO CREDIT: gorhody.com

but it was all for naught with Elliott emphasizing the
need for his team to defend better.
“Defensively as a team, we’ve got to defend better,” Elliott said. “We can’t afford to go on the road
and give up many goals, nevermind five, if you’re going to have a chance to be successful.”
Saturday also marked the first time that the Rams
took the field since the team went on pause due to
COVID-19 issues on March 9. When asked about
whether his team going on pause and limited time to
prepare for UMass played a factor in their lopsided
defeat, Elliott simply said that there aren’t any ex-

cuses.
“At this point, I don’t think that’s an excuse,” he
said. “Everybody is dealing with adversity and challenges due to COVID. We have to prepare a little bit
better and deal with the adversity that comes our way
during COVID.”
The Rams will look to get back on track on Saturday when they take a trip to the Bronx to face Fordham in a battle of the Rams. The last time these two
teams met, a nine-round penalty shootout in the 2019
Atlantic 10 semifinals was needed to give Rhody the
1-0 victory. Kick off is scheduled for 6 p.m.

Rams move to 2-0 after second straight overtime win
Wil Pipicelli | Sports Editor

Two games into the strangest of seasons, it is already clear that the University
of Rhode Island Football team loves to win
in dramatic fashion.
The Rams moved to 2-0 on the season
with their second overtime win in as many
weeks, this time with a margin of 17-10 at
the University of Albany. It is the second
time in the last three seasons that Rhody
has started undefeated in their opening
two contests.
After last week’s thrilling 40-37 win
over the Villanova Wildcats, it was the defense who proved they could propel Rhode
Island to win a tight contest. The Rams
gave up a touchdown late in the first quarter off a Mohamed Jabbie touchdown reception, but it was the last time the Great
Danes would reach the endzone.
Safety Cody Tippett propelled a stout
defense for the visitors. He had two interceptions, including one late in the fourth
quarter when Albany was looking to win
the game in regulation. His interceptions,
coupled with his two tackles, earned him
the Colonial Athletic Association (CAA)
Defensive Player of the Week honors.
The defensive slugfest contest that
played out was welcomed by Head Coach
Jim Fleming, who spoke Monday about
how tight the game was.
“It was an old-school physical battle,”
Fleming said. “Both teams were well prepared. I’m sure both of us will look back
at the film and say there were things that
were missed that we’d like to have back,
but it was a tremendous football game with

two tough football teams.”
On the other side of the ball, transfer
Kasim Hill continues to be the dual-threat
quarterback the Rhode Island coaching
staff had hoped for when bringing him
into the program. It was a quieter day from
the transfer from Tennessee relative to his
exploits vs. the Wildcats, but he still threw
for 117 yards in addition to his 47 on the
ground.
On the first play of overtime, it was
Hill who kept the ball on a read-option,
escaping to the left for an easy 25-yard

43.6 yards per kick on nine attempts,
with four of them being downed inside
the 20. After one of his punts resulted in
the Danes starting on their own two-yard
line, three plays later saw the Rams get a
safety thanks to a sack by Jarrett Martin.
Schaum-Bartocci’s dominant display also
got recognition from the conference, with
the punter earning CAA Special Teams
Player of the Week.
“When you’re able to survive two
phases of the game, which for us last weekend was defense and special teams, you

touchdown. He added a touchdown in
the air in the second quarter, throwing a
seven-yard score to leading receiver Ivory
Frimpong.
In such a low-scoring contest, special
teams are a crucial aspect to grinding out
a victory, with the unheralded unit producing a great display for Rhody. Redshirt
junior Davey Schaum-Bartocci averaged

have a chance,” Coach Fleming said. “Our
punter did an outstanding job.”
With Villanova and Albany being
ranked nationally before both encounters
with Rhode Island, Saturday’s win was
only the second time in program history
the team has beaten ranked opponents
in back-to-back weeks. The last time that
happened was in 2001 with wins over Hof-

stra and Delaware. The bright start to the
year saw the Rams themselves ranked in
this week’s STATS Perform FCS Top 25
poll at number 18.
There are new coordinators on both
offense and defense for Rhody, and Coach
Fleming alluded to how the extended
pre-season helped in the transition to a
new playstyle.
“I’ve really felt like we have something
special brewing,” he said. “We put in a lot
of time in the fall getting to know each
other. It was probably a blessing in disguise
[not playing games], just new schematic
things we’re doing on offense and defense.”
Even though the season has started out
brightly, tough contests await the Rams in
their bid to advance to the postseason. The
CAA set a conference record this week
with seven teams ranked in the STATS
Perform Top 25 poll, headlined by number 1 ranked James Madison. Rhody does
avoid a regular season matchup with the
Dukes this season though, as both teams
are in separate divisions.
This Saturday marks the Rams’ first
home game in over 16 months when they
take on the Delaware Blue Hens at Meade
Stadium, with students expected to be in
the stands. This matchup last season was
one of the most exciting games in school
history, with the Blue Hens winning 44-36
in triple overtime in the inaugural game
on the new turf at Meade. Saturday’s rematched is scheduled to kickoff at 12 p.m.
Kasim Hill has guided the Rams to a 2-0
start early on in his Rhody career.
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